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Email Protector is configured by IT to automatically apply DRM protection to email
Email Protector is configured by IT to automatically apply DRM protection
attachments sent through your organization’s email gateway based on controllable
to email attachments sent through your organization’s email gateway based
policies such as recipient or file type. Email Protector places attached files into an ITon controllable policies such as recipient or file type. Email Protector places
controlled WatchDox repository, included in this stand-alone solution, and replaces
attached files into an ITcontrolled Workspaces repository, included in this
the file with a download link in the original email.
stand-alone solution, and replaces the file with a download link in the
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Email Protector can be deployed against your existing DLP
system, allowing you to leverage your existing security policy.
Email Protector can be deployed against your existing DLP
In this configuration, the DLP server provides scanning and
system, allowing you to leverage your existing security policy.
automated business rules and Email Protector provides the
In this configuration, the DLP server provides scanning and
enforcement mechanism for those policies. This allows you to
automated business rules and Email Protector provides the
leverage your existing DLP investment while adding file-level
enforcement mechanism for those policies. This allows you
DRM security to your existing infrastructure.
to leverage your existing DLP investment while adding filelevel DRM security to your existing infrastructure.
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Ontario, BlackBerry operates offices in North America, Europe,
WatchDox by BlackBerry makes files secure and users
enterprise content, uniquely combining consumer-style app
solutions across the entire mobile ecosystem and beyond. We
Middle East and Africa, Asia Pacific and Latin America. The
productive. Our products enable enterprises to secure their
interfaces with security to suit any enterprise use case. Over
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facilitate collaboration while protecting files wherever they go.
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vision a reality. Founded in 1984 and based in Waterloo, information, visit www.blackberry.com.
Available as SaaS, a virtual appliance or a hybrid, WatchDox
6 major Hollywood studios, depend on WatchDox. For more
provides a single pane of glass to work with personal and

information, visit www.blackberry.com/watchdox.
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